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1 Summary 

Archaeological recording took place in September 2014 in order to discharge a 
condition attached to planning permission for the building of an extension on land 
adjacent to an existing (Cinnamon Trust) office block at 10 Market Square, which lies 
within Hayle Conservation Area and the Cornish Mining World Heritage Site, 
adjacent to the Grade II Listed Copperhouse Dock wall. 

Although the site had already been significantly disturbed by an earlier extension and 
utility service trenches, the development ground works revealed the partial remains 
of a quay surface of cast copper slag (scoria) blocks, part of the 18th century dock, 
together with underlying sand and waste material providing information on the nature 
of the original foreshore and its reclamation as an industrial wharf. 

2 Background 

2.1 Location and setting  

No. 10 Market Square is located in the Copperhouse area of Hayle at NGR SW 5682 
3797, on the southern bank of the historic Copperhouse Dock, with the dock wall 
forming its NW edge. The development site consisted of a tarmacked car parking 
area of approximately 100m², bound on its three other sides by the existing office 
building to the SW, main road to the SE and access road to the Coop supermarket to 
the NE (Figure 12 and front cover illustration). 

2.2  Statutory designations 

The development site lies within the Port of Hayle District of the Cornish Mining 
World Heritage Site (Figure 2) and Hayle Conservation Area (Figure 3), and 
Copperhouse Dock wall running along its NW side is a Grade II Listed Building 
(DCO12653; Figure 4). 

2.3 Planning context 

The archaeological recording was associated with planning application PA14/01542 
for the construction of a one and a half storey extension to the existing office building 
of The Cinnamon Trust, which had the following condition attached.  

No works pursuant to the consent are to be commenced or the development 
beneficially occupied before a relevant part or the whole of a Written Scheme of 
Investigation is carried out. This Written Scheme of Investigation will be submitted by 
the applicant and approved by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with 
Cornwall Council Historic Environment Advice. 

A ‘Brief for Archaeological Recording’ has been provided by the then Historic 
Environment Planning Advice Officer, Phil Markham (17th March 2014). This set out 
the minimum requirements for recording to discharge the planning condition.  

At the request of RLT Architects (on behalf of the owner), a Written Scheme of 
Investigation (WSI) addressing the Brief’s requirements and setting out the 
methodology and standards for the different phases of the recording was prepared by 
Historic Environment Consultant, Jeanette Ratcliffe (4th April 2014), and approved by 
the HEPAO. 
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3.0   Methodology 

The recording work involved the following stages. 
1. Historical research 
2. Archaeological watching brief 
3. Archiving & assessment (of fieldwork results) 
4. Report preparation  
5. Dissemination & deposition (of report & archive) 

3.1 Consulting existing records 

The purpose of this stage of the work was to gain a clear picture of what was already 
known of the history of the site, in order to inform understanding of the standing 
fabric and any archaeological remains uncovered by the ground works. 

It consisted of visiting Cornwall Council’s Historic Environment Record and Cornwall 
Record Office, in order to view and copy easily accessible, existing archaeological 
and historic information about the site, Copperhouse Dock, and the immediate 
vicinity. 

This included the following types of records. 

• Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey (CSUS) report & GIS mapping for Hayle 

• Cornwall Industrial Settlements Initiative report for Hayle  

• Records held within the Cornwall Historic Environment Record’s computer 
database of archaeological sites 

• Listed Building descriptions  

• 1840 Tithe Map  

• Historic Ordnance Survey maps (c1880 & c1908)  

3.2 On-site archaeological watching brief 

An archaeologist was present while ground works took place, in order to 

• establish the presence/absence of archaeological remains 

• determine the extent, condition, nature, character, date and significance 

of archaeological remains encountered 

• establish the nature of the activity on the site 

• identify any artefacts relating to the occupation or use of the site 

• provide further information on the archaeology of the site from any 

archaeological remains encountered 

The ground works consisted of the removal of the existing tarmac and concrete 
surfacing and installing piled foundations with a 1m deep rim-beam trench. There 
was also some additional excavation in order to reveal an electricity cable damaged 
during the drilling. 

Features uncovered by the ground works were photographed (Figures 18-30) and, 
where appropriate, plotted on a ground plan (Figures 13-14). A sample area of 
historic floor surface was drawn at 1:20 scale (Figure 15) and at three locations 
layers exposed in the trench sections were drawn at 1:10 (Figures 16-17). Context 
numbers were allocated and record sheets completed for layers and structures 
identified during the watching brief (Appendix 2).  
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The photographic recording was to archive standard include the following. 

• Photographs taken using black and white 35mm film in order to produce 

archive quality contact prints and negatives 

• Use of a photographic scale for both general and specific photographs (and a 

north arrow, if necessary) 

• Digital colour photography to illustrate the report 

• A photographic register accompanying the photographic record, which details, 

as a minimum: feature number, location and direction of shot (Appendix 4). 

No artefacts were retrieved during the watching brief. 

3.3 Archiving & assessment (of fieldwork results) 

Archiving consisted of the following. 

• Collating the structural & stratigraphic data (features & layers), listing & cross-

referencing site context numbers into a site matrix (Appendix 2) 

• Inking up and indexing field drawings (Appendix 3) 

• Developing, printing & indexing photographs (Appendices 4-5) 

• Preparing an archive folder (and contents list) for deposition (Appendix 6) 

Following assessment of the watching brief results, it was concluded that specialist 
analysis was not required. 

3.4 Report preparation  

The results of the historical research and watching brief are presented in this report. 
Publication in an academic journal was considered unnecessary, given the level of 
the archaeological evidence recorded. 

3.5 Dissemination & deposition (of report & archive) 

• The report has been submitted to Cornwall Council Historic Environment 

Service and the Cornwall Record Office.  

• A digital copy has been supplied in ‘Adobe Acrobat’ PDF format. 

• The report will be held by the Cornwall and Scilly Historic Environment 

Record (HER) and made available for public consultation. 

• A digital copy of the report has been supplied to the applicant/client. 

• An ordered and integrated site archive has been prepared in accordance with: 

Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment (MoRPHE) 

English Heritage 2006 upon completion of the project.  

• The archive has been deposited with the Cornwall Record Office. 

• A summary of the contents of the archive has been supplied to the HEPAO. 

• A copy of the report has been supplied to the National Monuments Record 

(NMR) in Swindon (via Oasis). 

• A project summary has been added to the OASIS (the English Heritage/ADS 

online index of archaeological investigations). 
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4 Results  

4.1 Historical research 

4.1.1 Historic landscape setting 

The site is part of the pre-1907 settlement extent (Figure 1), within Copperhouse 

historic urban characterisation area (CSUS, Gillard & Newell 2005). The commercial 

heart of Hayle, this area retains an 1839 Market House and good collection of 19th 

century shop fronts, and was historically an intensely industrial area. Though this use 

has reduced over time, an industrial character is retained in the surviving elements, 

including the canal and dock, continued warehouse / manufacture use of the former 

industrial sites and in the strong grid pattern of industrial housing laid out by the 

Cornish Copper Company on the rising land to the south. A significant feature of the 

architecture of the area is the extensive use of cast copper slag (scoria) blocks, a by-

product from the copper smelter located here in the 18th and 19th centuries. (Ibid) 

4.1.2 Archaeological sites and historic buildings in the vicinity 

Figure 7 maps previous archaeological ‘events’ (ie recording projects) that have 

taken place in the vicinity of the site, while Figures 5 and 8 show the locations of 

recorded archaeological sites and historic buildings (listed in Appendix 1), including 

listed buildings (Figure 4) and a scheduled monument (Black Road & Bridge, 

DCO14925, Figure 6). These primarily related to the 18th – 20th century industrial and 

commercial activity focused here, with the group of structures forming Copperhouse 

Dock (MCO33402) considered the most important survivors (Cahill 2000, 43). 

4.1.3 Copperhouse Dock 

The dock was built by and used by vessels belonging to the Cornish Copper 

Company, which established its foundry at Copperhouse in 1757 and in 1769 

excavated a half-mile- long canal from the Hayle harbour to the foundry. The only 

company in Cornwall to smelt copper in large quantities, the CCCo eventually 

became a general foundry building Cornish beam engines. (Listed building 

description, 1978) 

Copperhouse Dock is approximately 100 metres long, in two sections, at an obtuse 

angle to each other, and narrower at the centre, with a (now infilled) basin on the 

south side of the west end. Sluice gates are located at the west end and at the east 

there is a culvert on the north side, which must have been a lock to the narrow canal 

which continues eastwards. (Ibid) 

The dock’s Grade II listed retaining walls (DCO12653) are battered and built of 

vertically-set blocks of cast copper slag (a by-product from the foundry) in regular 

courses, with granite ashlar lock walls and timber sluice gates at the west end and 

cast-iron bollards. The infilled basin on the south side of the west end has been faced 

in concrete blocks and reused slag blocks. The narrow centre section is spanned by 

a 20th century braced girder bridge. The culvert of the east end has a round arch and 

the 20th century concrete bridge at this end has some reused copper slag coping of 

pointed sections. (Ibid) 
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The cinder bank that formed the northern side of the Copperhouse canal still 

survives, together with warping/mooring stones. To the north of the dock is Sea 

Lane, or Black Road, together with Black Bridge, the most prominent and well-known 

of the scoria built structures in Hayle, built c1811 to link the CCCo’s manufacturing 

base with its deep water wharves at North Quays. (Cahill 2000, 43) 

There are no standing remains of the limekiln, tidal mill and gasworks located on the 

dockside in the 19th and 20th centuries, but a number of historic warehouses and 

other buildings survive, and evidence of historic wharves and yards may remain 

beneath currently overgrown and modern surfaces. (Ibid) 

4.1.4 The development site 

On the 1840 Tithe Map (Figure 9) the development site forms part of an enclosed 

sub-rectangular, dockside area (plot 821), which, like a similar plot on the opposite 

side of the dock (819), is recorded in the Apportionment as ‘Coal-yard in 

Ventonledge’, the latter being an alternative spelling of Ventonleague, the name for 

the foreshore upon which Cornish Copper Company built its smelter (Cahill 2000, 

24).  

To the NE of the coal yard was the ‘Gas Works’ (plot 820) and, across the road to the 

SE, the substantial ‘Iron Works’ (plot 839). This is Copperhouse Foundry and 

engineering works, constructed by the CCCo after it ceased smelting copper in 1819. 

The coal yard(s) would have presumably served both foundry and gas works, and, 

previously the 18th century copper smelter, with barges bring coal up the 

Copperhouse canal for overloading and stock piling on the quayside(s). 

At the SW end of the coal yard (plot 822) was an ‘outhouse and yard’, which later 

became a Drill Hall and then a Methodist church hall (MCO33399, Figures 10-11). 

The old and new market houses which lend their name to the development site (10 

Market Square) are located on the opposite side of the road (Tithe Map plots 823 and 

827). 

By the time of the 1880 OS map (Figure 10), the yard had been divided in two 

wharves, the gas works having expanded into the NE half. By 1907, Copperhouse 

Foundry had been replaced by houses (Copper Terrace), but 10 Market Place 

remained an area of open quay (Figure 11). This appears to have been the case until 

the construction of the present Cinnamon Trust office block during the later 20th 

century, when a supermarket was built on the cinder bank on the north side of the 

dock and a concrete road bridge over the latter to provide access. 

4.2 Results of the archaeological watching brief 

Features and layers recorded during the watching brief are listed in Appendix 2 and 

illustrated in Figures 13-17. 

4.2.1 Modern surfaces, layers and intrusions 

There was a modern overburden of up to 0.5 metres. Adjacent to the existing office 

block, where an earlier extension had been demolished, there was a concrete floor 

surface/foundation over coarse sandy aggregate (Figures 17, 18 & 27). The majority 
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of the rest of the site was covered in a tarmac car park surface, overlain in the NE 

corner by a concrete driveway, both with their associated aggregate layers (Figures 

16 & 22). 

4.2.2 18th century quay surface  

Removal of the modern overburden revealed a paved surface of cast copper slag 

(scoria) blocks (Figures 15-16, 20). This was incomplete as a result of having been 

heavily disturbed by early building work and service trenching, with an area of intact 

paving of 2m x 3m observed in the SE corner of the site prior to foundation 

excavations (Figure 20) and a further stretch exposed towards the NW corner during 

trenching (Figures 24-26).  

The paving represents the remains of the original surface of the wharf/coal yard 

depicted on the Tithe and historic OS mapping. Although the development ground 

works did not expose the junction between the quay surface and face, the similar 

scoria block construction suggested the paving was contemporary with the adjacent 

late 18th century Copperhouse Dock wall (Figure 29).  

The paving stones were seen to continue into the baulk on the NE side of the 

development site, suggesting that, although removed by early development to the 

SW, the historic surface is likely to survive on the undeveloped expanse of 

Copperhouse Wharf to the NE.  

4.2.3 Underlying stratigraphy – quay make-up and earlier foreshore 

Across most of the site the scoria block paving was underlain by clean sand, which 

continued down below the base of the excavated trenches (Figures 15-16, 21-26). 

This has been interpreted and as the natural sand of the original foreshore. Towards 

the NW side of the site there was a marked change from sand to waste material, 

which, similar to the cinder bank forming the NW side of the dock, appears to have 

derived from the Copperhouse smelter. Layers and lenses of slag, clay, soot and 

charcoal (Figure 17) have been deposited in order build up the ground behind the 

dock wall to create a level quay. 

4.3 Conclusion 

The key research questions set out in the WSI have been addressed. 

What is the broad history 
of use (and disuse/re-
use) of the site? 

The site was sandy foreshore reclaimed as a wharf in the late 
18

th
 century as part of the construction of Copperhouse Dock; 

used as a coal yard in the 19
th
 century, it remained an open quay 

area until the present office block was constructed during the late 
1900s. 

What is the makeup of 
the underlying ground? 

Scoria block paving overlies natural sand and copper smelting 
waste used to create a level quay surface. 

How does this relate 
to the adjacent 18

th
 

century dock wall? 

The paving and quay make-up layers are probably contemporary 
with the dock wall. 
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Is there earlier 
evidence (for 
example, of the line, 
character and 
occupation of the 
earlier foreshore)? 

No evidence of any earlier occupation was uncovered; the earlier 
foreshore, the line of which appears to have been slightly inland of 
and parallel to the present dock wall, was a sandy beach, perhaps 
backed by a dune (similar to still-undeveloped stretches of the Hayle 
Estuary today).  
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Appendix 1: Index of Historic Environment Record sites in Figure 5 

Information extracted from report generated by HBSMR from exeGesIS SDM Ltd. All material 

copyright © Cornwall Council 1987-2012 

HER No. Monument Type Date Evidence 

MCO7 Tide Mill 19
th
 century  Extant Structure 

MCO4667 Copper Smelting House 1758 to 1819  Demolished Structure 

MCO6906 Copperhouse Gas Works 19
th
 century  Demolished Structure 

MCO9615  Bridge 19
th
 century Extant Structure 

MCO9706 Black Bridge 18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO27844 Pound Post Medieval Extant Structure 

MCO27847 Stamping Mill 16th Century Documentary Evidence 

MCO27885 Market House 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO27890 Yard 19th Century Documentary Evidence 

MCO27894 Yard 19th Century Documentary Evidence 

MCO32762 Nonconformist Chapel 19th - 20th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO32763 Manse 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33395 House 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33396 Public House 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33397 Public House 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33398 Warehouse 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33399 
Sunday School?/Church 
Hall/Drill Hall 

18th -19
th
 century Extant Structure 

MCO33400 Public Hall/Cinema/Shop 19th Century-20
th
 century Extant Structure 
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MCO33401 Terrace 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33402 Copperhouse Dock 18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33403 Dock Gates 18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33404 Wall (CCCo) 19
th
 century Extant Structure 

MCO33405 Cottage Row 18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33406 
Office (Cornish Copper 
Company) 

18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33408 Office (CCCo) 18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33412 Lime Kiln 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33419 Nonconformist Chapel 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33420 Building 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33421 Building (CCCo) 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33422 Building (CCCo) 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33423 Building (CCCo) 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33424 Building (CCCo) 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33425 Building (CCCo) 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33426 Building (CCCo) 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33427 Building (CCCo) 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33428 Building (CCCo) 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33429 Building (CCCo) 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33430 Building (CCCo) 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33431 Building (CCCo) 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33433 Building ((CCCo) 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33434 Building (CCCo) 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33435 Building (CCCo) 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33436 Building (CCCo) 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33437 
Building (Part of Stable & 
Farmyard Complex) 

19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33443 Stable  19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33504 Blacksmiths Workshop 19th Century Documentary Evidence 

MCO33507 Terrace 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO33521 Lime Kiln 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33522 Graving Dock 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO33523 Quay 19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO35066 Cottage Row 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35068 House 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35070 Cottage Row 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35071 House 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35072 House With Shop X 2 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35073 Shop Row 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35093 Wall 20
th
 century Extant Structure 

MCO35098 Cottage Row 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35099 Foundry Retaining Walls 18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35101 Houses 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35107 Paving/Drainage Gully 19th Century Extant Structure 
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MCO35108 House With Shop 18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35120 
 

Buildings (Part Of J & F 
Pool’s Metal Works?) 

19th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO35121 Cottage Row 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO35195 Houses x 2 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35207 Wall 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO35208 Wall 19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35209 
 

Copperhouse Chapel 
Boundary Wall 

19th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35212 Shop & Former CCCo 
Warehouse 

18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35213 Quay Walls (Fore 
Street/Copperhouse 
Wharves) 

18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35214 Mooring Bollard 18th Century Extant Structure 

MCO35234 Shops 20
th
 century Extant Structure 

MCO35235 Shops 19
th 

century Extant Structure 

MCO35237 Cottage Row 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO35240 Farm Building (CCCo) 18th Century Demolished Structure 

MCO35271 Market House 19
th 

century Demolished Structure 

MCO35716 Air Raid Shelter 1939-45 Demolished Structure 

. 

Appendix 2: Site context index 

Photo  Type Description Plan No. Section No. 

101 Build Existing driveway  1 

102 Deposit Aggregate for driveway  1 

103 Deposit Tarmac  1 

104 Deposit Aggregate for tarmac  1 

105 Deposit Thin layer of hard core  1 

106 Build Copper slag blocks (old quay surface) 2 1 

107 Deposit Sand 2 1 

108 Deposit Surface around site   

109 Deposit Concrete  3 & 4 

110 Deposit Concrete  3 & 4 

111 Deposit Sandy coarse (aggregate)  3 & 4 

112 Deposit Slag/waste/soot/roots  3 & 4 

113 Deposit Off-white clay lens  3 

114 Deposit Slag/aggregate mix  3 

115 Deposit Lens of soot/soil  3 
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Appendix 3: Graphic index 

Drawing 
No.  

Plan / 
Section 

Description Context Nos.  Date 

1 Section Section against SE side of site (101) to (107) 16.09.14 

2 Plan Plan of fragment of old quay surface 
against SE baulk 

(106) & (107) 16.09.14 

3 Section Section against NW side of site (109) to (115) 30.09.14 

4 Section SW section, against existing building (109) to (112) 30.09.14 

Appendix 4: Register of Black and White photographs 

Photo  Subject / direction 

1 Looking N over site 

2 Looking NW over site 

3 Looking E over site 

4 Looking SE over site 

5 Looking NE over quay surface (1m scale) 

6 Looking SE over quay surface (1m scale) 

7 Blank 

8 Section showing floor and sand (1m scale) 

9 Plan view of quay surface and sand (1m scale) 

10 Plan view of quay surface and sand (1m scale) 

11 Blank 

12 View of trench alongside section showing depth and sand 

13 View of trench alongside section showing depth and sand 

14 Plan view of old power cable in E side 

15 View of trench adjacent to existing building, looking NW  

16 View of trench adjacent to existing building, looking NW 

17 E-facing baulk section against river bank, showing concrete (1m scale) 

18 View of NE- facing baulk section against existing building, with 1m scale 

19 View of NW area showing baulk against river bank closer to the bridge, old drain had 
been removed but kerbing still in situ 

20 View, looking E, of copper slag blocks (old quay surface) located close to the NW 
side of the site (1m scale) 

21 View of site looking SE from NW corner, remains of old quay surface, together with 
bed of sand and cut made by utility cable (on left of image) and marked change in 
material (to right) 

22 As above  
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Appendix 5: Register of key digital colour photographs 

Photo No. Subject / direction 

CT14-01 Looking north over site 

CT14-02 Looking East over site 

CT14-03 Looking NE over old quay surface 

CT14-04 Looking NE over quay surface with 1m scale in situ and brushing 

CT14-05 Looking NE removal of stone quay surface 

CT14-06 Section showing quay surface and sand 1m scale 

CT14-07 Plan view of quay surface and sand 1m scale 

CT14-08 View of power cable with surrounding material removed 

CT14-09 View of trench alongside section showing depth and sand 

CT14-10 Plan view of old power cable on east side 

CT14-11 Section of old power cable excavation in progress 

CT14-12 Man hole adjacent to old power cable poured concrete construction 

CT14-13 View looking NW of trench adjacent to present building 

CT14-14 View looking at NE facing section, baulk against present building (1m scale) 

CT14-15 View of west facing baulk showing drainage pipes (SE area of site) 

CT14-16 View of baulk abutting river/canal side, east facing showing piles and concrete 

CT14-17 View looking SE across river at the site showing outlet from site area, possible 
drain, possibly a second one lower down in the image, drilling rig still in situ 

CT14-18 View of east facing baulk (1m scale) section against the river bank showing 
concrete 

CT14-19 View of NW area showing baulk against river bank closer to the bridge, old 
drain had been removed but kerbing still in situ. 

CT14-20 View, looking east, of copper slag blocks (old quay surface) located close to the 
north west side of the site (1m scale) 

CT14-21 View of NW baulk against the bridge, cut can be seen from new works, 
probably bridge related, sitting on the sand bed on the east edge near the 
digger bucket; looking NE 

CT14-22 Image as CT21 but with 1m scale 

CT14-23 View of site looking SE from the NW corner, remains of old quay surface, along 
with bed of sand and cut by utility cable on the left off the image; right side also 
shows a marked change in material. 

CT14-24 View of sand and power cable in the middle of the N part of the site (1m scale) 

CT14-25 View of the middle area of the site showing the progression of the utility trench 
through the area (1m scale) 
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Appendix 5: Contents of project archive 

1. Brief for Archaeological Recording produced by Cornwall Council’s Historic 
Environment Planning Advice Officer (Phil Markham, 17th March 2014)  

2. Written Scheme of Investigation, Jeanette Ratcliffe (4th April 2014) 

3. Report (printed in black and white; copied to CD in colour), including black 
and white and colour photograph indexes  

4. Black and white photograph negatives, contact sheet & CD of scanned 
images 

5. Colour digital photographs copied to CD 

6. Field records – field notes, context index, context records, graphic index 

7. Pencil field drawings – plan and 3 section drawings 

8. Inked and coloured up versions of the field drawings 
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Figure1. Site location and Historic Landscape Characterisation (Cornwall & Scilly HER) 

 
Figure 2. Site location within Cornish Mining World Heritage Site (Cornwall & Scilly HER) 

 

 

The Site 

The Site 
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Figure 3. Site location within Hayle Conservation Area (Cornwall & Scilly HER) 

 

Figure 4. Listed Buildings within the vicinity of the site (Cornwall & Scilly HER) 

 

The Site 

The Site 
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Figure 5. Archaeological sites within the vicinity of the site (Cornwall & Scilly HER) 

 

Figure 6. Scheduled monuments within the vicinity of the site (Cornwall & Scilly HER) 

 

 

The Site 

The Site 
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Figure 7. Archaeological events within the vicinity of the site (Cornwall & Scilly HER) 

 

Figure 8. Portable Antiquity Scheme find sites (Cornwall & Scilly HER) 

  

 

The Site 

The Site 
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Figure 9. c1840 Tithe Map (Cornwall Record Office), overlain with site location  

 

 

Figure 10. c1880 OS 1st edition 25” map (Cornwall & Scilly HER), overlain with site location 
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Figure 11. c1907 OS 2nd edition 25” map (Cornwall & Scilly HER), overlain with site location 

 

Figure 12. Proposed office extension – location and block plan (RLT Architects Feb 2014) 
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Figure13. Plan showing development groundworks (piles and trenches) and recorded 

features and sections 

 

 

Figure 14. Map base annotated with location of key recorded features and sections 
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Figure15. Plan of fragment of old quay surface, against SE baulk (Drawing No.2) 

 

Figure16. Section against SE side of site (Drawing No.1) 
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Figure17. a) Section against NW, waterside (Drawing No.3); b) SW section, against existing 

building (Drawing No.4) 
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Figure18. View SE over site, including pile-driving rig, with base of removed previous building 

extension in foreground 

 

 

Figure 19. View NE over site, including pile-driving rig 
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Figure 20. Long and close up views of old quay surface in NE corner of site, looking NE 
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Figure 21. Removal of stone quay surface, showing sand beneath, looking NE 

 

 

Figure 22. Fragment of old quay surface and top of underlying sand in NE corner of site 

(Drawing No. 2, Figure 15)  
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Figure 23. NE section (Drawing No. 1, Figure 16) trench showing underlying sand, fragment 

of old quay surface and overlying tarmac, concrete and associated aggregate layers 

 

 

Figure 24. View looking SE from NW corner of site, with old quay surface visible in trench 

sections (above underlying sand) and utility cable cutting through on the left off the image 
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Figure 25. Close up of copper slag blocks of old quay surface exposed in trench section near 

NW side of the site 

 

 

Figure 26. Severed utility cable, in trench previously cut through the old quay surface 
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Figure 27. Trench alongside existing building – view NW along trench and SW section 

(Drawing No. 4, Figure 17b) 
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Figure 28. View of NW baulk against river bank (Drawing No.3, Figure 17a) 

 

 

Figure 29. View towards site from N, showing original copper slag block quay wall, with 

modern drain outlet 
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Figure 30. Modern installations which had already partially destroyed the old quay surface – 

poured-concrete manhole and disused power cable in SE part of site 

 


